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Some Style Characteristics of Tatar-Mishar
Musical Folklore*
by

M. NIGMEDZIANOV
Kazan

(Soviet

Union)

The musical folklore of the Tatars still abounds in unclear and sometimes discussed elements. Up to now there is no monographic work on
Tatar folk music. It is only in the last few years that some attempts have
been undertaken at getting familiar with the peculiarities of the art of
the different ethnographic groups of this folk.
This explains also the preliminary and incomplete character of the
present article. Its single aim is to utter some considerations on the characteristics of Tatar-Mishar music, on basis of a material gained by
expeditions to the regions of Gorki, Penza, and Saratov.
In such a short communication there is, as a matter of course, no
possibility of speaking about the local peculiarities of the melodies of the
given regions. We shall be concerned, first of all, with those general
features of Tatar-Mishar music by which it is distinguished from the music
of the other Tatars. This is to be taken into account all the more because
the music (and even the language) of the Mishars themselves of different
regions (and sometimes even of villages of the same district) does not
remain unchanged.
In the repertory of Tatar-Mishar folk singers there are found (especially nowadays) folksongs of the Kazan Tatars and music of Tatar Soviet
composers as well. Our "particular Mishar" material has been collected
from the older generation; young people often ignore it. In such a way, a
tendency towards the obliteration of the ethnographic peculiarities of
the different folk groups is to be observed.
I intentionally do not refer to the historic and ethnographic works
generally known about the Tatar-Mishars as, firstly, they have no concern
with music, secondly, I think it more expedient to obtain general conclu*A
paper read on the memorial session of the Kazan Institute
and Historical Studies. 10. 2. 1965.
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sions from the facts of music as one of the objective sources for ethnography and history themselves than to bind the facts to pre-existing
conceptions.
Ritual genres and particularly wedding songs are widely represented
in the traditional Tatar-Mishar folklore. Here are their names: Madak' takmaklary (Gorki region), Tan kutchat2 ("Early Cock", Penza region, Mordvinian SSR), Ainikaram (Penza region), Kyz elatu (generally spread) etc.
etc. There are rare traces of songs connected with paganism, such as
Nardugan keie ("Nardugan Tune"), Maet ozatu keie ("Funeral Tune"),
although the latter has been conserved in the memory of the oldest only.
Had an expedition been undertaken 50 years ago, the composition of
genres could have been, no doubt, incomparably richer.
It is known that the above-mentioned genres are almost completely
absent from the folklore of the Kazan Moslem-Tatars. It is only some
short four-line songs the words of which have a certain relation to the
subject of wedding. Songs with definitely fixed melodies and performed
on the wedding itself are, however, hardly to be found. Although it is a
fact that a Tatar wedding could hardly take place without singing and
playing music, there survived, nevertheless, no specific wedding repertory
connected with the corresponding rites.
It is worth discussing here this "exception". In the ethnographic
literature of the 19th and of the beginning of the 20th century there is
many a testimony of the fact that prerevolutionary Tatar wedding was
extremely cheerless, without any place for merriness, music, and dance
and where the ceremonial of the Sharia (the Law of Islam) prevailed.
This holds completely true of the relation to wedding in the most "orthodox" families, especially in the towns. It is to be considered, furthermore,
that marriage sometimes turned into a commercial bargain between the
parents of the bride and those of the bridegroom, etc. As a matter of
course, no merriment could evolve in such circumstances ... Besides,
prerevolutionary ethnologists often judged of the folk merely by isolated
facts of town rather than country life. The percentage of "dull" weddings
concealed, comprehensibly enough, the actual situation in the great
masses of the working country population.
The tradition of the Tatar-Kriashens and the Tatars of the Permi
region, too, has preserved various kinds of wedding songs. Ethnographic
1 Mdddk, in Kazan Tatar Tscharshau,
designates
screen dividing the room of the newly married.
2Kutchat
cock, in Kazan Tatar.
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works of the end of the 19th century on the cultivation by the Kriashens
of the pagan ritual play Nardugan are generally known.3 The presence of
various wedding songs and ritual songs is, consequently, a general
characteristic4 of the music practice of the Mishars, Kriashens, and
Tatars of the Volga and Ural regions, far removed from the Moslem
centres. The analysis shows that these genres have been preserved in the
greatest part of the Tatar ethnic territory.
The reason for the survival of these songs in the Tatar-Mishar
tradition lies primarily in the fact that Islam and its sufistic elements
penetrated Tatar-Mishar life too late and weakly, rather formally,
furthermore, in some specific conditions of life of the Tatar inhabitants of
these Volga regions (conditions which have been, in any case, more
favourable than those of the Kazan Tatars). The kind of religiousness
(fading, anyway) we have observed with the older generation of the
Tatar-Mishars has a rather external character and proves no deeper influence of the Islam on the folkways even as to the past. Islam has, in all
probability, never taken those forms of a moral and juristic law as is the
case with the Kazan Tatars.
The other genres, such as the takmak (short and quick songs of the
Russian tchastushka type), Soldat keie (Soldiers' Song), Ozyn kei (protracted song of the Russian protiaznaia type) etc., are common in the Tatar
folklore as a whole. The protracted song of the Mishars is, however,
somewhat different from the classic type of Ozyn kei: it is less "sung
through" and has a more laconic structure, without that kind of rhythmic and ornamental freedom, unrestrained fantasy so characteristic of
such songs of the Kazan Tatars as Kara urman, Alliuki, Zilailuk, Kaliu
Gaida (Ex. 1). The Mishar protracted song has a clear general metrorhythmic structure as well as a moderate and steady tempo.5
An essential difference lies in the poetic contents of the Mishar
protracted songs. The words of these songs are rather developed, extended,
often having a subject backbone.6 Here are some characteristic samples:
Abdelman Kupitch, Shaltchelar, Piana suy ... Many of them are concerned

Kazan

3 Cf. APAKOV, M.: Sviatotchnye
igry u kreshtchennykh tatar kazanskoi gubernii.

1877.
It does not imply, however, the similarity or identity of the corresponding
musical styles and refers merely to the stock of genres.
they are near to the Tatar-Kriashen
protracted songs,
5 In this respect
although the latter are slower. Cf. Stilevye osobennosti muzykal'nogo fol'klora
UP
MKEN.
"Nauka"
1964.
tatar-kriashen,
Moscow,
(A congress paper read by
the present author.)
6 Folklorists
and philologists call them "songs with a subject matter." Cf.
Kh. IARMUKHAMETOV, in the journal Soviet adabiiaty No. 5, 1964.
4
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with a given event of life. In this respect they are reminiscent of the
Kazan-Tatar baity. (Baity usually have a structure of arioso-recitativo.
See Ex. 2.) We may regard them as a further development of the baity,
with an increased tendency of treating the subject of the bait in an
individualized manner i.e. where the performer's intention of treating the
poetic image in a lyric more than epic manner is observed. This tendency
of lyricizing the images had led, in the past of the lyric-epic bait genre,
to an interaction between the style characteristics of the bait and those
of the lyric protracted song. Thus we may observe a synthesis of the
subject basis (long and developed texts) and certain musical and structural elements characteristic of the baity with a broader melodic development coming from the protracted lyric song.
In the repertory of the Mishars we may encounter, along with these
songs, also the baity which I think to have come to them from the Kazan
Tatars.
In this regard it is worth noting a particular regularity of the correlation between music and words, in the song as well as in the bait. Protracted songs with very developed melodies have, as a rule, rather few
words, such as two or even one single couplet. This scantiness of words is
compensated by an opulent melodic stream, by a richness of melodic
expression. Here are e.g. all the words of the protracted song Kaliu
Gaishe the musical richness of which is hardly to be described by words:
Alanda (gyna la) ialgyz kaien
Iafraklaryn iara iel saien:
Gaisha" digannare
"kala~u
iel saien.
Sagyndyra
Anyn.
(In the steppe there stands a lonely birch,
It sheds its leaves every year;

bis

{

Its name is "kaliuGaishe",

It makes me sad every year.)
Four verses only. And yet, nobody would hit upon the idea of adding
something to them. The songs of more words and of more developed
subjects are, on the contrary, more scanty in melody.
The correlation of words and music is thus, to put it in the language
of mathematics, often inversely proportional.
The Tatar-Mishar protracted melodies, particularly those having
developed poetic subjects, are simpler than the Kazan Tatar ones. Thus,
they occupy an intermediate position between the Kazan Tatar baity
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and lyric protracted songs. Their words are, as a rule, shorter, and their
music is more developed than those of the baity. The correlation of words
and music is, in any case, conditioned by the general laws of human
aesthetic perception.
All this means that there are no impassable bounds between the song
and the bait, taking them in both musical and poetic senses. Although
philologists are bent to regard the song and the bait as essentially different
phenomena, this view is not always justified from the aspect of musical
structure.
The characteristics analyzed above of Mishar music are indicative
of definite economic and moral-legal life conditions, still, they do not
afford satisfactory facts to decide on the ethnogenesis of the Tatar-Mishars. Besides, a confrontation of their art with the art of the other Tatars
shows a singularity of the former. This holds even more true of the 20th
century folklore. A deeper investigation of the traditional Tatar-Mishar
music style produces, however, a curious ethnographic material.
Let us examine the tonal-melodic structure of the most archaic
Tatar-Mishar musical forms. Most probably we have to begin with the
ritual songs, wedding songs of ancient tradition which are least of all
subject to evolution and to different historic superpositions (Ex. 3-4).
The melody is built here upon three tones only, i.e. upon the trichord
e-g-a (ff)7,with the minor third as a base. This is a most important precondition of the development to pentatonic scales with a minor character.
It is realized in the melodies as follows:

73

•

minor

The aesthetic aspect is represented here by a marked concentration
of the "minor" character, intelligibly enough, since the songs in question
are bride laments complaining of leaving the parents, relatives etc. Our
example is, in this respect, near to the analogous genres of many other
peoples.
The given schema (which has been derived from a great number of
individual folk songs) shows that, in the given pentatonic scale, an importo the classification of the trichords, of. op. cit. of the present author
The three types mentioned there are d-e-g (a), e-g-a (fi),
osobennosti...

SAs

Stilevye

g-a-h (y).
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tant role is played by the (third-) parallel changeability. On the 3rd
degree8 of the scale "major" pentatone is formed. It is these two scales
contrasting with and complementing each other that are the bases of
nearly all genres of traditional Tatar-Mishar folklore. This clearness of
tonal thinking is closely connected with a similar clearness and definiteness of the structure, metrics, and rhythm of Mishar music as a whole.
There is, as a rule, no place in it for that kind of tonal and metrical vagueness, of melodically and rhythmically unbridled fantasy and ornamentation, of unlimited broadness of the melodic flow which, in the Kazan
Tatar songs, often give the impression of incompletion, contradictory
emotional contents. Let us mention the same Kara urman, Kaliu
Gaisha etc.
While the most ancient Kazan Tatar songs have been characterized
a
by reserved emotional expression, by typic scales lacking tonic thirds,
avoiding and concealing major or, even more, minor character, the situation here is essentially different.
All this means that, although we have remarked the common existence of a number of genres with the Mishars and the Kriashens, the
respective tonal-melodic roots are yet different. A comparison of the
Kriashen (i.e. Kazan Tatar) melodies of a narrow diapason with the
analogous Tatar-Mishar tunes clearly shows that the former have a more
archaic character. Kazan Tatar music has, in its further development,
abandoned these archaic scales. In this respect it may be said that the
traditional Mishar music is more "contemporary" than the Tatar-Kriashen
one. The most ancient Kazan Tatar songs and tunes with a narrow compass are nearer to the folklore of other agricultural peoples of the Volga
region than the analogous Tatar-Mishar tunes. All this shows, once again,
the peculiarity of traditional Tatar-Mishar music. There exist, on the
other hand, some completely specific similarities between these TatarMishar songs and e.g. the Buriat-Mongol melodies. Let us compare our
Ex. 3 (Kyz elatu) with the following typic specimen of Buriat-Mongol
music Gol nuurta ("In the Valley" - Ex. 5).
The communication lasting through many centuries of the Tatars
with other peoples could not leave music untouched. We have to take into
account also the vastness of the territory occupied by the settlements of
the Tatars and their ancestors, extending from the Ural and Volga regions
up to the Don. Thus, some Russian folklore genres of the given territory
8 The tone
g is, in the strict sense, the 2nd degree of the scale. It is for the
sake of facilitating intelligibility that we use the terms generally accepted for heptatonic scales.
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show very distinct traces of Tatar music style.9 There are e.g. some very
curious syntheses of the scale structure of the mentioned Tatar-Mishar
narrow range melodies with the Russian rite songs. Let us cite, from
among many others, a Svadiebnaia (Wedding Song) from the Riazan'
region, and a Vesnianka (Spring Charm Song) from the Nivegorod region.
Nearly all of them are built on a tetratone without semitones of the type
e-g-a(-b). (See Ex. 6-7.)
Let us turn our attention now to the more recent10 layers of music
folklore, choosing from among them the lyric protracted song.
It is to be considered here that this type of song is one of the most
vivid folkloristic forms. It has remained deeply traditional and has yet
absorbed many melodic elements of the subsequent epochs, transformed
again and again by the individual interpretation of its performers pouring
into them their own subjective emotions.
Hence arise the diversity, the melodic and tonal richness of the protracted songs as well as the opulence of their variants, not only in different
regions but even within one single village, on the lips of the different
singers. Two versions of the very same song happen sometimes to retain
merely the common outlines of melody and rhythm while the words
remain completely identical. A case in point is the song Altyn karmak as
performed by A. KROTOV (Mordvinian ASSR), and Z. BATKAIEV
(Penza region), respectively. Also the individual vocal gift, age, and sex
of the singer are to be considered here. The performance of the older
generation is usually more laconic and reserved while the youth (particularly young women) often embellish the melodies with luxuriant
melisms and occasionally introduce some "corrections" of their own

(Ex. 8).
Mishar protracted song has a very wide range of expression (through
melodic, tonal-intonational, and dynamic means). Guttural singing as
well as a fully opened voice, soft and loud, are included. Without entering
into the details of performance manners we may say that they affirm the
thesis of a comparatively freer way of life in the past, in the sense of a
wide communication with other peoples, such as Kazakhs, Bashkirs, and
Russians. Also the broadness of steppe landscapes of the Saratov, Penza,
9 The Russian music folklorist T. V. POPOVA has remarked that "Melodies
without semitones do not occur everywhere in the Russian, Ukrainian, and Belorussian territories. In Russia, the regions of its greatest prevalence are those of the
upper and lower Volga and of the Don, furthermore some districts of the Riazan',
Penza, and Orel regions." Cf. POPOVA,T. V.: Russkoie narodnoie muzykal'noie tvorchestvo, Vol. 1. Moscow, Muzgiz 1955, p. 189.
10 "Recent"
rather in the sense of a living practice also in later times.
Studia Musicologica Academiae ScientiarumnHungaricae 9, 1967
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and Volgograd regions has undoubtedly left its traces on the singing
manner.
Naturally, Tukai's idea of the choked character of singing (myek
astynnan gyna zyrlau)"1 does not reflect all the richness of Kazan Tatar
performing manners. The poet whose refined ears and eyes were actually
familiar with all sides of the spiritual life of his people had, nevertheless,
correctly remarked one of the typical Kazan Tatar ways of singing.
Among Tatar-Mishars, on the other hand, there prevails a singing with
open full voice destined for an outdoor performance, in a broad circle of
friends and listeners if there is no danger of being heard by a mulla
(Moslem priest) or by an enemy.
The same thesis of a freer way of life is supported also by the abundance of great and energic melodic leaps (upon the sixth, or octave) in the
Mishar songs, such as Altyn karmak (as sung by A. KROTOV),or the songs
of the village Malievka, Volgograd region, etc. Mishar tunes are, in this
respect, directly opposite of the Kriashen ones as many of the latter do
not reach the compass of an octave. The wide diapason of the melodic
flow involves, as a matter of course, an opulence of auxiliary scale degrees
and complicates the scale structure of the songs.
The ways of enriching and developing the anhemitonal (particularly
pentatonic) scales are highly remarkable in the Mishar songs. This is a
subject of a special research. We point out here the single fact that there
is a great number of diatonic tunes with seven degrees, even with chromatic elements. There are to be found, as regular phenomena justified by
hearing, the elements of melodic minor, Dorian minor, Mixolydian
major etc.
With the Mishars, we have not yet discovered the elements of polyphony. Although there was choir singing in the wedding songs, up to now
we know only singing in unison. The instrumental music has no peculiar
distinctive marks except that we have found no traces of the use of gusli,
the traditional instrument of many agricultural peoples in the Middle
Volga Region.
We may draw some conclusions.
1. Mishar music is an integral and organic part of the Volga Tatar
folklore. It has, however, its indisputably specific characteristics brought
about by some particular conditions of their economic and cultural life
11TUKAI, GABDULLA:

4 tomda. Vol. 2, Kazan 1955, p. 271 (in Tatar).
8ss7ar1ar
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as well as by their ethnogenesis. In our days it is hard to reveal these
distinctive marks even in the most archaic forms of traditional folklore.
The development of contemporary folklore proceeds, on the other hand,
in a common channel, under the conditions of contemporary Soviet reality.
In the villages of the given regions a predominant role is played by Kazan
Tatar folk music, furthermore by the music of Tatar Soviet composers
as well as by composed music of other friendly peoples of the country.
Besides, it is to be considered that in contemporary Tatar-Mishar practice
there exist, along with those mentioned, many folkloristic genres and
forms common to all Tatars and not touched upon in the present article.
We endeavoured to bring into relief, first of all, the distinctive traits of
Tatar-Mishar folklore.
2. The mentioned characteristics had been influenced also by some
specific (and less favourable) historic conditions of Kazan Tatar life up to
the October Revolution, conditions which had led to a narrowing down
of a number of expressive means and genres of Kazan Tatar folklore.
3. The peculiarities of traditional Tatar-Mishar folklore allow us to
speak quite definitely of their genetic sources being different from,
though related to, those of the Kazan Tatars. Their comparison shows
that the sources of Tatar-Mishar music are less archaic and less connected
with the deep traditions of ancient Middle Volga peoples than those of the
Kazan one. The former did not preserve those archaic elements which
belong to the long past in the development of the musical thinking of the
peoples and which are still extant with the Kazan Tatars, especially with
the Kriashens. On the other hand, Tatar-Mishar traditional music produces more exact facts as to its connections with the eastern and southeastern neighbours such as the Kazakhs, Bashkirs, Buriat-Mongols,
and partly also with the Ukrainians and Russians.
4. The future research into these melodies will have to include also
a number of important theoretic aspects. They show e.g. the ways of
further development of Tatar musical scales. It happens now and again
that some unusual and fresh melodic motif is declared "irregular", "antinational" etc. And the very same "innovations" have been not only
accepted but also long since adopted by the people, in its own art. Thus,
the ways of development of tonal-melodic thinking are demonstrated by
the folklore itself.
5. Traditional Tatar-Mishar music which is, as a whole, part of the
universal Tatar culture, has to be collected, studied, and published more
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diligently in the future so that it may be increasingly introduced, so to
say, into the circulation of scientific and creative practice. Our composers
will undoubtedly find fresh rhythmic and melodic elements in these songs
and this will contribute to the enrichment of our musical culture.
Ex.

Gaisha

Kelsy
Andante

Recorded by A1. Nigmedzianov

(rubato)
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-
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n

-
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,,NKe-Id

sa - gyn-dy

-

(ai
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iCl'

a

ien...

Kalay - lit. supplicating. Another title version of the song is
Gaishe. Kolu means majestic, ceremonial (RADLOV Vol. 2).
Kal.
Ex. 2.

Sa7-- o
Recorded by A. Kliutcharev

7

Ma -

1- ke

my

eshli-1

- pa

ba - lain - ny

slhil-g3

-

yr
-

o

bar - gap
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Ex. 3.

SIyz ielatu
d

Tape recording by
larmeukhametov
Notation
IKh.by A1. iiymedzianov

rx 66

AMPdid

Jim.:.--J

Sau - lar - my
le - la - tyr

Sez - ne
Ber- g

•:-,

a - bys
tu- gel

syz,
ga

la
la

-

io
ie

-

-

-

ta - lai - lar
lar - ga
ic-

kil - bek hcz;
kil - bek Iez.

tyr - ga
shyr - ga

Ex. 4.
Mad k ta?inmallary
Recording and notation by
.L VNigmedzianov

iru 48

Recitativo

Byl - dyr - la

gm

- ry

?"

"
Ko - siak - la -

Tel -

h)i -

me - nal

ic

. /.--0

ky - ok

ry

- re

g

u

nae

14

ke - rA - mani

-

- re

sa - ssy
V

k

iN

.

Ai

hail

ni

1)

'di - (d)

to - ral -

oa
e.

Ex. 5.
Got nuurta.

A

Moderato

I I

-1

,K,1.,
Ex. 6.
Stva ciehnaia

L;iadovo0 Sonf.
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Ex.

7.

Vesnianka

Kvita FVoT.
2

Ex. 8.
Altyn

karmak.

I-sung by A. KrotovIf-sung by Z.
Batkaie.v

Notation by .11. Nigmedzianor
Record 1 by Kh. larmukhametov
Record 2 by .M3.Nigmedzia(nor

5

Juv57

A- (y)-ty-n(y)
tar" -
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- n(y)Ja-r(y)-mnal
tA.-1(y,-ty
A- ~(y) b - ly

A - k(y) a - ly-

zur SU - lar - ga

sa-l(y)-dynm

ni-n(e)su- la-r(y)-ga

.sa

-1(y)-dy-•m(y)
-

gyn

(y)-ar

-

a-1(y)-dynrur

al -
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